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Your first look at building data-rich applications using Microsoft LINQ.

Get a head start using Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ). Two experienced developers give you advanced insights and expert guidance for using this unified model for data access. You will learn how to write queries in your native programming language-Microsoft Visual Basic or Visual C#--using next-generation querying facilities in the Microsoft .NET Framework.

Discover how to:

	Query and manipulate different data domains with a unified syntax
	Work with local type inference, lambda expressions, and extension methods
	Use XML literals, late binding over XML, and relaxed delegates
	Query items using methods and generics in the System.Linq namespace
	Apply deferred query evaluation and extension methods resolution
	Query relational structures and physical models with LINQ to ADO.NET
	Convert queries into native SQL with LINQ to SQL
	Define and manage XML content by using LINQ to XML
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Beginning Windows 8 Application Development – XAML EditionApress, 2012

	Beginning Windows 8 Application Development – XAML Edition introduces you to the Windows 8 modern app design paradigm and the new Windows 8 programming model developed around this paradigm.  You'll learn to build rich, immersive applications designed to run on the many devices that will be powered by Windows 8.
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Python 3 Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Building your own Python web applications provides you with the opportunity to have great
	functionality, with no restrictions. However, creating web applications with Python is not
	straightforward. Coupled with learning a new skill of developing web applications, you would
	normally have to learn how to work with a framework as well.
...
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Beginning Fedora 2Wrox Press, 2004
Beginning Fedora 2 teaches you everything you need to know in order to install, configure, use, and maintain Fedora. This book targeted primarily at readers who are using (or planning to use) the Fedora Linux operating system for the first time. It offers the simple, plain-speaking guidance you need as you begin to explore the vast...
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Modern Cryptography Primer: Theoretical Foundations and Practical ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Cryptography has experienced rapid development, with major advances recently in both secret and public key ciphers, cryptographic hash functions, cryptographic algorithms and multiparty protocols, including their software engineering correctness verification, and various methods of cryptanalysis. This textbook introduces the reader to these...
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Java Management ExtensionsO'Reilly, 2002
As technology evolves, it enables us to write applications that are increasingly distributed and complex. Today's network technologies allow us to process units of work on physically separate machines scattered throughout the world. As the scale and complexity of today's newest applications increases, so too does the challenge of managing them....
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Discrete Control SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Discrete Control Systems establishes a basis for the analysis and design of discretized/quantized control systems for continuous physical systems. Beginning with the necessary mathematical foundations and system-model descriptions, the text moves on to derive a robust stability condition. To keep a practical perspective on the uncertain...
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